**Nia**

**Geode**
Plot phase only. Choose a Quartzling that is the only model in its hex and is adjacent to an objective hex, and replace it with an objective hex. If it is within 2 hexes of Nia, she may make a claim action on that hex.

**Shaper Champion**
A shaper moves the turn token +1 step when they make a claim action.

**Rock Concert**
If all 3 Quartzlings are on the battlefield when Nia activates, she may make a bonus action that activation.

**Crystal Mirror**
Choose a boon on any model within range. Then choose a friendly model within range to gain that boon.

**Meditation**

**March**
Move Nia up to 1 hex.

**Rolling Stones**
Each Quartzling may move up to 3 hexes in a straight line.

**Calcify**
If this Quartzling is the only model in its hex and is adjacent to an objective hex, replace it with an objective hex.

**Shimmer**
Hit Effect: 5 -5 -

**Stone's Throw**

**Rock Formation**
When Nia's banner is removed from the battlefield, the Quartzlings may immediately make a recruit action, even if it is the end phase.

**Quartzlings**

**Rock Formation**
When Nia's banner is removed from the battlefield, the Quartzlings may immediately make a recruit action, even if it is the end phase.
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